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Introduction
This course explores the world’s visual arts, focusing on the development of visual awareness,
assessment, and appreciation by examining a variety of styles from various periods and cultures while
emphasizing the development of a common visual language. The materials are meant to foster a
broader understanding of the role of visual art in human culture and experience from the prehistoric
through the contemporary.
This is an Open Educational Resource (OER), an openly licensed educational material designed to replace
a traditional textbook.

Course Materials
Presentations

The course materials consist of 24 presentations examining art across the globe from prehistory though
the contemporary art world. These introduce key vocabulary, explore the way that culture and art are
linked, describe the varying methods and techniques of the featured artists, and encourage classroom
discourse.

Reading Lists

Each of the 24 presentations has an accompanying reading list which provides links to articles, videos,
and other resources. The reading list is meant to reinforce and clarify information covered in each of the
presentations.

Sample Assignments

A list of sample assignments is also included. Ranging from brief essays to simple art projects, these are
designed to be completed in a sketchbook to more deeply explore course concepts. Intended to
encourage learners to think like artists, art critics, and art historians, assignments emphasize practices of
creative thinking and artistic method, while reinforcing concepts addressed in classroom lectures and
required readings.

Copyright Information
Creative Commons License

This OER is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0); it is intended for non-commercial, educational purposes. Whenever available,
images used within this OER are public domain or licensed under Creative Commons. Each image
includes the individual licensing or copyright information.

Educational Fair Use

Due to the nature of the course materials, some of the works of art covered are protected by copyright.
Images of these works of art are included with a tag stating that they are Educational Fair Use. These
copyrighted materials should not be printed or reproduced as this may qualify as copyright
infringement. Images designated as Educational Fair Use are provided in low resolution which is suitable
for display on the screen but is not high quality enough for printing or reproducing. Whenever possible,
a link is included to access a higher quality version of the image on museum or educational websites. If
available, copyright information is also listed on these images.
Some of the images presented in this OER are marked with a Creative Commons license and include a
tag for Educational Fair Use, especially works of art that have been photographed while installed in
museums. The photographs of these works of art are licensed by the photographer but the twodimensional works of art are protected under copyright. The images are therefore meant only for the
purpose of education and contemplation and are included in a low resolution.

Adopting, Adapting, or Expanding the Resource
The goal for this OER is to build an educational resource that is flexible enough to address concepts
relevant to the contemporary discourse and scholarship in the visual arts. For those interested in
utilizing these course materials, I am providing below some additional information that may be useful in
expanding, adapting, or reinterpreting the materials. Editable versions are available in Microsoft
PowerPoint and Word at https://dc.etsu.edu/art-appreciation-oer/
The font used to create the presentations and written documents for this OER is Calibri.

Finding Additional Readings, Lessons, and Articles

Smarthistory: https://smarthistory.org/
Smarthistory is an extensive open educational resource which publishes outstanding essays and video
lectures about art. The Creating + Conserving section of Smarthistory includes wonderful informational
articles and videos about materials and processes: https://smarthistory.org/tag/conservation/
MoMA Learning: https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/
MoMA Learning provides a wonderful selection of essays on works of modern art and also has
assignment suggestions at the bottom of each section.
KhanAcademy: https://www.khanacademy.org/.
Khan Academy is an outstanding platform of open educational resources covering a variety of academic
and scholarly topics.

Trivium Art History: https://arthistoryproject.com/
Trivium Art History is a free, online art history book with clean design and approachable descriptions of
works of art, periods of art history, and fun artist biographies. The Themes of Art section is a nice tool to
helping students explore works that match their interests. The World of Art section is a useful tool for an
exploratory World Art sketchbook prompt. The Timeline section is useful, as it separates works of art
into galleries based on period.
Introduction to Art: Design, Context, and Meaning: https://oer.galileo.usg.edu/arts-textbooks/3/
For a more traditional, textbook approach, there is an Introduction to Art open educational resource
textbook available.

Locating Images

If you are utilizing the course materials and would like to add new images that are public domain or
licensed under Creative Commons, there are several useful tips provided below for finding images.
The Met Museum: https://www.metmuseum.org/
The Met has an option to search for Open Access images within the collection here. Make sure that the
“Open Access” box is checked. The image license is CC0 1.0, and will be marked OA Public Domain at the
lower left of the image.
Google Images: https://www.google.com/imghp?hl=en&tab=wi&ogbl
Google Images has an option under “Settings” > “Advanced Search” to search by “Usage Rights”.
Choosing “Free to use share or modify” will allow a search for images suitable for expanding our OER.
Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/
Wikimedia Commons is an outstanding resource for finding open source images, with a strong collection
of works of art.
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com
Flickr allows users to specify image licenses on uploaded photographs. Click “Some rights reserved” at
the lower right of the image to check the licensing. Some images will say “Public Domain” or will be
licensed under a Creative Commons (CC) license, allowing for the use in an OER.
Smarthistory Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/groups/smarthistory/pool/
The Smarthistory Flickr is expansive with images licensed for educational purposes.
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Elements & Principles
of Art

Elements & Principles of Art
Elements of Art:
are the physical parts of
the work.

Principles of Art:
Are the ways in which
those parts are arranged.

These include:

These include:

line, shape, form, space,
texture, value, color, and
time.

unity / variety, balance,
contrast, emphasis,
movement, rhythm, and
pattern

Elements of Art
The physical parts with which of the work is built.
Line
Shape
Form
Space
Texture
Value
Color

Elements of Art: Line
A line is an infinite series of points
that are arranged in a direction.
The direction of a line may be straight
(unchanging) or curved (changing).

Elements of Art: Line

Here, you see the official
calligraphic signature of
Ottoman Sultan Süleiman the
Magnificent (reigned 1520–
66).
Arabic calligraphy is
renowned for lyrical lines and
expressive beauty.

Insignia of Sultan Süleiman the Magnificent
Ink, opaque watercolor, and gold on paper
ca. 1555–60
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Elements of Art: Line

There are two functions of
line in writing:
1. Linear figure or shape of a
written symbol denotes its
meaning.
2. Manner in which the figure
is created can be seen as
expressive.

Insignia of Sultan Süleiman the Magnificent
Ink, opaque watercolor, and gold on paper
ca. 1555–60
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Elements of Art: Line

Contour lines define the edges of objects,
or where differing areas meet.
In his charcoal drawing of Lilly Steiner, Egon
Schiele utilizes contour lines to create a
remarkably lifelike and animated portrait.

Egon Schiele
Lilly Steine
Charcoal on paper
1918
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Elements of Art: Line
Implied lines are a series of points that are connected by the viewer’s eye.
Notice how the actual vertical lines below are connected by the viewer’s
eye, showing the edge of the form, or the implied line. Can you read it?

Author: Marie Porterfield Barry, Source: Original Work, License: CC BY-SA 4.0

Elements of Art: Line
Implied lines are useful to the artist
for communicating meaning.

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

How do the implied lines in Géricault’s The Raft of the Medusa
direct the viewer’s eye?

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

How do the implied lines in Géricault’s The Raft of the Medusa
direct the viewer’s eye?

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

When looking at the painting, the viewer’s eye follows the reaching hands
of the figures up to the peak where a man waves a red piece of fabric.

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

What do you think is happening in this painting?

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

The painting illustrates the aftermath of the 1810 wreck of the French
ship Méduse. Due to a shortage of life boats, over 150 of the nearly 400
French passengers on the wrecked shipped were abandoned at sea on a
hastily constructed raft off the Western coast of Africa.

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain

The horrific events aboard the raft during 13 days adrift at sea were
described in a widely read narrative written by two of the 15 survivors.
Contemporary viewers would have known the true story of tragedy which
the painting depicts.

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain

The implied lines within the painting lead the eye of the viewer
upward from the death and despair in the lower section of the canvas
toward the top of a pyramid of figures who wave fabric toward the
horizon, hoping to catch the attention of a passing vessel.

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain

Théodore Géricault
The Raft of the Medusa
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Shape
A shape is an area of two dimensional space.
A shape has two dimensions: length and width.

Elements of Art: Shape

Shapes exist in a twodimensional space. They can
be regular or irregular, simple
or complex, geometric or
organic.
In Kandinsky’s Several Circles,
the artist utilizes the
repeating geometric shape of
the circle in various sizes and
colors.

Vassily Kandinsky
Several Circles
Oil on Canvas, 1926.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Shape

Geometric Shapes are shapes with
mathematically regular contours, like
circles, rectangles, and octagons.

Organic Shapes are irregular,
asymmetrical, and often found in
nature.

Author: Marie Porterfield Barry, Source: Original Work, License: CC BY-SA 4.0

Elements of Art: Shape

Shapes may also be implied.
Renaissance artists, like Raphael,
often utilize implied shape to
create stability and harmony
within the composition.

Raphael
Madonna of the Meadow
Oil on Wood, 1506.
Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Shape

Notice Raphael’s careful decision
to let the Madonna’s pale foot
peak out from beneath her robe,
emphasizing the stable triangular
composition of figures.

Raphael
Madonna of the Meadow
Oil on Wood, 1506.
Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Form
Form, or mass, is the three-dimensional element of
art and has volume (length, width, and height).
Like shape, form can be geometric (cubes,
cylinders, spheres) or organic.

Elements of Art: Form

Modern sculptors like
Henry Moore explore
positive and negative
space within forms.
The positive space is the
space occupied by a given
volume. So here, you see
the positive space as the
white plaster form.

Henry Moore
Reclining Figure
Plaster and String, 1951.
Author: Steven Zucker, Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

The negative space is the
empty space within that
volume. In Moore’s
sculptures, negative space
adds interest and variety
to the abstracted forms.

Elements of Art: Space
Space in art refers to the area around,
between, and within shapes or forms.
Works of art have both positive and
negative space.
The illusion of space can be created in twodimensional works of art using a variety of
techniques. Sculptural works exist in space and
also have positive and negative space.

Elements of Art: Space

In 2-dimensional works of art, the
positive space is called the figure
while the negative space is called
the ground.

Vincent van Gogh
Irises
Oil on canvas, 1890.
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Space

In Irises by Vincent van Gogh, the
irises and the vase are the figure,
while the brilliant yellow that
surrounds them is the ground.
Look closely between the petals
and the leaves and you will see
moments in which the vibrant
negative space peaks through.

Vincent van Gogh
Irises
Oil on canvas, 1890.
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Space

The illusion of space can be created
in a two-dimensional work of art
using a variety of methods, including
overlapping, size, placement, and
shading, as well as both linear and
atmospheric perspective.

Photograph of marbles demonstrating the
illusion of space in the picture plane
Author: James Petts
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 2.0

Elements of Art: Space
OVERLAPPING: The object that is
closest will overlap and obscure
objects that are further back in space.
SIZE: Larger objects appear to be
closer while smaller objects appear to
be in the distance.

OVERLAPPING

SIZE
PLACEMENT: Objects higher in the
picture plane appear to be further
away.

SHADING: Light and shadow create the
illusion of form and threedimensionality.

PLACEMENT

SHADING
Shading, Author: Martin Kraus
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Overlapping, Size, Placement
Author: Marie Porterfield Barry
Source: Original Work
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

Elements of Art: Space

Linear Perspective:
geometrically constructed illusion of
the recession of space.

Author: BinaryString, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

Atmospheric Perspective:
the use of color to simulate the illusion
of space.

Source: Met Museum, License: CC0 1.0

Elements of Art: Space

Linear Perspective is a geometrically
constructed illusion of the recession
of space.
Linear perspective uses a vanishing
point and horizon line. The vanishing
point is the spot where all receding
lines seem to converge on the
horizon line.

Example of One-Point Linear Perspective
Author: Maura Valentino
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY 4.0

Elements of Art: Space

Leonardo da Vinci
Last Supper
Tempera and oil on plaster
1498
Author: BinaryString
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

In his Last Supper, Leonardo da Vinci utilizes linear
perspective to both create a harmonious and balanced
composition but also to lead the viewer’s eyes directly
to the most important figure in the composition.

Elements of Art: Space

Leonardo da Vinci
Last Supper
Tempera and oil on plaster
1498
Author: BinaryString
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

In his Last Supper, Leonardo da Vinci utilizes linear
perspective to both create a harmonious and balanced
composition but also to lead the viewer’s eyes directly
to the most important figure in the composition.

Elements of Art: Space

Leonardo da Vinci
Last Supper
Tempera and oil on plaster
1498
Author: BinaryString
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

This type of linear perspective is called one-point
perspective, as all parts recede toward a single
vanishing point.

Elements of Art: Space

Leonardo da Vinci
Last Supper
Tempera and oil on plaster
1498
Author: BinaryString
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 4.0

This type of linear perspective is called one-point
perspective, as all parts recede toward a single
vanishing point.

Elements of Art: Space

Foreshortening is a method for
rendering a figure or object in
perspective.

Mantegna’s Lamentation of Christ
shows the foreshortened figure of
Christ. The foreshortening gives
the viewer a sense of kneeling at
the foot of the figure and looking
up toward the scene of the
Lamentation.

Andrew Mantegna
Lamentation of Christ
Tempera on Canvas, 1480.
Author: Pinacoteca di Brera
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Space

Albert Bierstadt
The Rocky Mountains, Lander's Peak
Oil on canvas, 1863.
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Atmospheric perspective produces the illusion
of space and distance within the picture plane
using color and focus.
As objects recede into the distance, they
become paler, hazier, and bluer in color.

Elements of Art: Space

Albert Bierstadt
The Rocky Mountains, Lander's Peak
Oil on canvas, 1863.
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Bierstadt creates the illusion of deep space in
his painting of the American West by using
dramatic atmospheric perspective. As the
landscape recedes, it becomes hazy, pale, and
blue.

Elements of Art: Space

Albert Bierstadt
The Rocky Mountains, Lander's Peak
Oil on canvas, 1863.
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

The illusion of depth of space is heightened by
the dramatic differences in color and light
between the foreground, middle ground, and
background. The three areas of space each take
up approximately one third of the picture plane.

Elements of Art: Space
Background

Middle ground

Foreground

Albert Bierstadt
The Rocky Mountains, Lander's Peak
Oil on canvas, 1863.
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

The foreground of the painting shows a
settlement drenched in soft golden light.
The middle ground shows a dramatically lit area
of craggy mountains with a cascading waterfall.
The background is a series of hazy, blue
mountains which softly fade into blue sky.

Elements of Art: Texture
Texture is the tactile quality of a surface.

Elements of Art: Texture

Actual texture is the condition in which
texture is created, not represented.
Actual texture is common in sculpture but
also can exist in impasto paintings.

Author: Mélisande*,
Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Simulated texture is the visual
representation, or illusion, of a
tactile surface, and is common in 2dimensional works of art.

Source: Google Art Project
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Texture

Meret Oppenheim
Object
Fur-covered cup, saucer, and spoon, 1936.
Author: Mélisande*,
Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Actual texture is intrinsic to sculptural works of art,
but is also present in some two-dimensional works
of art, such as in impasto paintings, in which paint
has been thickly applied to the surface.

Elements of Art: Texture

Meret Oppenheim
Object
Fur-covered cup, saucer, and spoon, 1936.
Author: Mélisande*,
Source: Flickr, License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Actual texture is important in Meret Oppenheim’s
Surrealist teacup, entitled Object. The beauty of
the gazelle fur both attracts and repels the viewer
while also rendering the object useless.

Elements of Art: Texture

Simulated texture is the
visual representation, or
illusion, of a tactile
surface.

Albrecht Dürer
Young Hare
Watercolor and gouache, 1502.
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Texture

Albrecht Dürer masterfully
captures the texture of the fur of
this hare as well as the smooth
reflective surface of the eye. The
simulated textures in the
painting solidify the remarkably
lifelike image of the hare.

Albrecht Dürer
Young Hare
Watercolor and gouache, 1502.
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Value
Value refers to the lightness or darkness within
a work of art. Value both defines form and
creates the illusion of light.

Elements of Art: Value

In Käthe Kollwitz’s Woman with
Dead Child, notice the way in
which the artist has utilized value
to create a strong light source in
the etching. The light seems to
pour down from the upper left
corner, illuminating the face of
the child as well as casting bright
spots on the knees and forehead
of the mother.
The value creates a sense of
solidity in the forms.

Käthe Kollwitz, Woman with Dead Child. Etching, 1903.
Author: National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Value

Value may also be used to
emphasize emotive qualities within
works of art.
As the mother cradles the body of
her child, the light source falls
directly on the head of the child,
whose pallid face seems to glow.
The darkest values within the
etching are in the hair of the
mother and beneath the body of
the child, creating deep spaces that
seem to express her grief, loss, and
emptiness.

Käthe Kollwitz, Woman with Dead Child. Etching, 1903.
Author: National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Color is the sensation caused by
differing qualities of light.

Elements of Art: Color
The perception of color occurs
when light interacts with the
human eye and is interpreted by
the brain.
Objects appear a certain color
because either they are luminous
and omit a certain wavelength of
light or they reflect certain
wavelengths of light into the eye.
Different wavelengths of light
appear different colors. When
the light enters the human eye
and strikes the photoreceptors,
signals are sent to the brain and
color is perceived.

Rainbow produced as light
travels through prism
Author: D-Kuru
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0 AT

Elements of Art: Color

When the white light of the sun
passes through a prism, it is
refracted into the colors of the
rainbow: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, and violet.

Rainbow produced as light
travels through prism
Author: D-Kuru
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0 AT

Elements of Art: Color

Color has three main properties:
Hue, Value, and Saturation.

Graphic demonstrating hue, saturation, and value
Author: SharkD
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Elements of Art: Color

Hue is the wavelength of the
color, described by the color
name.
For example, cobalt, sky blue,
navy, and slate blue all share the
same hue, which is blue. They
differ in value and saturation.

Graphic demonstrating hue, saturation, and value
Author: SharkD
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Elements of Art: Color

Saturation is the purity of the
color, ranging from neutral gray
to the pure color.

Graphic demonstrating hue, saturation, and value
Author: SharkD
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Elements of Art: Color

Value refers to the lightness or
darkness of a color.

Graphic demonstrating hue, saturation, and value
Author: SharkD
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Elements of Art: Color

The artist’s pigment wheel, which
is commonly used by painters, is
based on the colors that are seen
after white light travels through a
prism: red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, and violet.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include
color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color

The artist’s pigment wheel allows
artists to understand the
interactions of color.
It is based on the concept that all
colors can be mixed from the
three primary colors: red, blue,
and yellow.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include
color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color

The three primary colors are red,
blue, and yellow.
By mixing these together, one
finds the secondary colors:
Green (blue + yellow),
Violet (blue + red),
and
Orange (red + yellow).
Tertiary colors are those that fall
between a primary and
secondary, such as red-violet,
and blue-green.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include
color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color

The pigment wheel is a
subtractive color system. If you
mix the three primary colors
together, the result is black,
which is the absence of light.
Hence, the more you mix colors
together using this system, the
more light and color is
subtracted.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include
color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color

Industrial printing uses a subtractive color
mixing system with the primaries of cyan,
magenta, and yellow, plus black.

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black) Color
Separation
Author: Arz
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color

Additive color systems are used when
colored light (as opposed to pigment) is
mixed, such as on computer monitors and
television screens.
The primaries for additive color are red,
blue, and green. When red, blue, and green
light all overlap, they produce white light.

Example of additive color mixing
Author: Bb3cxv
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY-SA 3.0

Elements of Art: Color

Colors also have temperature.
Warm colors include yellow,
orange, and red.
Cool colors are blue, green, and
violet.
Warm colors tend to advance,
while cool colors recede.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include
color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Notice how effectively warm
and cool colors are utilized
by Turner is this painting of
the burning of the Houses of
Parliament in London. The
fire, which broke out one
evening in October 1834,
was witnessed by thousands
of onlookers including the
artist himself.
Turner’s color palette
beautifully captures the
chilliness of an October
evening and the heat of the
massive fire burning across
the River Thames.
J.M.W. Turner
Burning of the Houses of Parliament
Watercolor and gouache on paper, 1834-5.
Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Turner uses a
complementary color
scheme in this painting.
Complementary color
schemes are vibrant and
dramatic as they place sideby-side colors which are
opposite each other on the
color wheel.

J.M.W. Turner
Burning of the Houses of Parliament
Watercolor and gouache on paper, 1834-5.
Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Complementary colors appear
opposite to one another on the
color wheel.
When placed side by side, they
enhance the vibrancy of one
another.
When mixed together, they
neutralize one another and
work beautifully for blending
neutral grays.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Complementary colors include:
Blue – Orange
Red – Green
Yellow – Violet
As well as, for example, redviolet and yellow-green.

Author: MalteAhrens
Edited from original to include color names
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
The dominant colors in this
painting are the
complements of blue and
orange. Traces of another
complementary set, violet
and yellow, are present as
well.

J.M.W. Turner
Burning of the Houses of Parliament
Watercolor and gouache on paper, 1834-5.
Author: Google Art Project, Source: Wikimedia Commons,
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Commonly used color
schemes include:
complementary,
monochromatic, and
analogous.

Pablo Picasso
The Old Guitarist
Oil on panel, 1903.
Source: Wikipedia
License: Public Domain (US)

Elements of Art: Color
Monochromatic color schemes use
variations of a single color.
Picasso’s The Old Guitarist was painted
during the artist’s “Blue Period” and is
an example of a largely monochromatic
color scheme. Picasso uses the
monochromatic blue here to increase
the sense of coldness, loneliness, and
isolation of the figure depicted.

Pablo Picasso
The Old Guitarist
Oil on panel, 1903.
Source: Wikipedia
License: Public Domain (US)

Elements of Art: Color
Analogous color schemes use
colors that are adjacent to each
other on the color wheel.

Vincent van Gogh
Sunflowers
Oil on Canvas, 1888.
Author: The National Gallery, London
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Color
Van Gogh uses Green, yellowgreen, yellow, and yelloworange in this analogous color
scheme.

Vincent van Gogh
Sunflowers
Oil on Canvas, 1888.
Author: The National Gallery, London
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Elements of Art: Time
Time is the use of change as an element of art,
important in performance art, kinetic art, and video.

Elements of Art: Time
The element of time has
become more important
during the 20th and 21st
centuries as artists begin to
work more with video,
performance, and kinetic
art.

Marina Abramović and Ulay
Relation in Time
1977
Author: CODA Museum
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY 3.0

Elements of Art: Time
Here you see a photograph
of artists Marina Abramović
and Ulay during a
performance entitled
Relation in Time. The
couple sat back to back in a
gallery with their hair tied
together for a total of 17
hours, inviting the public to
witness the final hour.

Marina Abramović and Ulay
Relation in Time
1977
Author: CODA Museum
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: CC BY 3.0

Principles of Art
The way in which the elements of art are arranged
to produce a desired effect. These include:
Unity / Variety
Proportion
Balance
Contrast
Emphasis
Movement
Rhythm
Pattern

Principles of Art: Unity/ Variety
Unity in works of art occur when
design elements are similar or
identical.
Variety is achieved when design
elements are varied in size, color,
shape, texture, or other attribute.

Piet Mondrian
Broadway Boogie Woogie
Oil on canvas, 1942.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Unity/ Variety
Notice the unity in Piet Mondrian’s
Broadway Boogie Woogie. By using
hard-edged rectangular shapes in a
limited color palette of blue, red,
yellow, and white, the artist
creates a painting that feels
analytical, meticulous, and clean.

Piet Mondrian
Broadway Boogie Woogie
Oil on canvas, 1942.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Unity/ Variety

Vassily Kandinsky
Composition IX
Oil on canvas, 1936.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Similarly, Vassily Kandinsky includes hard-edge stripes and
checkerboard patterns in his Composition IX. He also
includes organic shapes alongside the hard-edged
geometric shapes colored with a much broader palette.
With its many different types of shape and broad range of
color, this design is an example of variety in a composition.

Principles of Art: Proportion

J.M.W. Turner
The Shipwreck
Oil on Canvas, 1805
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Proportion as a design principle refers to
both the scale of objects individually as well
as in relation to other elements.

Principles of Art: Proportion

J.M.W. Turner
The Shipwreck
Oil on Canvas, 1805
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

The waves and the sky seem to overpower
the small lifeboats full of tiny people. The
proportions of the objects within the
painting create the sense that sublime
nature is overpowering man.

Principles of Art: Proportion

Both of these paintings depict shipwrecks. Notice the way that the proportions of the
figures in comparison to the sea and the sky produce very different effects?

J.M.W. Turner, The Shipwreck
Oil on Canvas, 1805

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.

Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Proportion

Turner’s painting of the shipwreck is much more focused on the sublimity of nature as it
overcomes the ship. Géricault’s painting focuses on the human struggle of the shipwreck.

J.M.W. Turner, The Shipwreck
Oil on Canvas, 1805

Théodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa.
Oil on canvas, 1818–19.

Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Balance
Balance refers to the distribution of
visual weight of shapes and forms.
There are two types of balance
within a composition: asymmetrical
and symmetrical.

The Blue Virgin Window
Cathedral of Notre Dame de Chartres
1194-c.1220
Author: Steven Zucker, Cropped from original
Source: Smarthistory
License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Principles of Art: Balance

Symmetrical Balance:
Bilateral Symmetry

Author: Steven Zucker
Cropped from original
Source: Smarthistory
License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Symmetrical Balance:
Radial Symmetry

Asymmetrical Balance

Author: Guillaume Piolle
Cropped from original
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Author: Musée d'Orsay
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Balance
Symmetrical balance is achieved
when objects are reflected or
repeated on either side of an axis.
This type of symmetrical balance is
also called bilateral symmetry.

The Blue Virgin Window
Cathedral of Notre Dame de Chartres
1194-c.1220
Author: Steven Zucker, Cropped from original
Source: Smarthistory
License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Principles of Art: Balance
In this 12th century stained glass window
from Chartres Cathedral which is
commonly called the Blue Virgin
Window, bilateral symmetry is utilized to
organize a variety of smaller figures and
decorative shapes around the central
figures of the Virgin and Christ Child.
The composition of the window exhibits
symmetrical balance.

The Blue Virgin Window
Cathedral of Notre Dame de Chartres
1194-c.1220
Author: Steven Zucker, Cropped from original
Source: Smarthistory
License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Principles of Art: Balance
Symmetrical balance may also be
achieved by arranging multiple
identical parts around a single axis.
This is called radial symmetry.
The rose window of Chartres Cathedral
is an example of radial symmetry.

Northern Rose Window
Cathedral of Notre Dame de Chartres
c. 1235
Author: Guillaume Piolle, Cropped from original
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Balance
Asymmetrical balance is achieved
when different shapes or forms in
a work of art are arranged in such
a way as to create a sense of
balance.

James McNeill Whistler
Arrangement in Grey and Black No.1 (Whistler’s Mother)
Oil on canvas, 1871
Author: Musée d'Orsay
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Balance
In this portrait of his mother,
Whistler carefully arranges all the
various shapes within the picture
plane to create a sense of
balance.
For example, the heavy black
dress is balanced by the large
dark curtain opposite. The
objects are different shapes and
sizes but the work of art is still
balanced, so the composition has
asymmetrical balance.

James McNeill Whistler
Arrangement in Grey and Black No.1 (Whistler’s Mother)
Oil on canvas, 1871
Author: Musée d'Orsay
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Contrast
Contrast is achieved by
pairing opposites, such as
light and dark colors or
smooth and rough textures,
together in a single work of
art.

Edvard Munch, Separation
Oil on Canvas, 1896
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Contrast
Edvard Munch uses contrast to
further emphasize the
separation between the two
figures in his painting
Separation. The column-like
male figure clothed in black
contrasts with the pale,
curving form of the female in
both value and shape.

Edvard Munch, Separation
Oil on Canvas, 1896
Author: Google Art Project
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Emphasis
Emphasis is a way of directing
the viewer’s eye to the most
important aspect of the work.
Artists may create emphasis
using a variety of methods
including size, color, placement,
or contrast.

Fragonard
The Swing
Oil on Canvas, 1767
Author: Wartburg
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Emphasis
The emphasis in Fragonard’s The
Swing is on the young woman
who is placed near the center of
the picture plane. To further
emphasize the woman,
Fragonard paints her dress in a
color that contrasts with her
surroundings and floods her in
bright light. The movement of
her gown further draws the
attention of the viewer.

Fragonard
The Swing
Oil on Canvas, 1767
Author: Wartburg
Source: Wikimedia Commons
License: Public Domain

Principles of Art: Movement
Movement is the way in which
the viewer’s eye is directed in a
work. It can imply motion, hint
at a narrative, or simply create a
pleasing effect.

Marcel Duchamp
Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2
Oil on Canvas, 1912
Author: Philadelphia Museum of Art
Source: Wikipedia
License: Public Domain (US)

Principles of Art: Movement
In Marcel Duchamp’s Nude
Descending a Staircase, the
artist flattens the figure into
geometric planes and records
the pattern of motion as she
descends from the upper left to
the lower right corner of the
canvas. The abstracted painting
captures the movement of the
figure remarkably.

Marcel Duchamp
Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2
Oil on Canvas, 1912
Author: Philadelphia Museum of Art
Source: Wikipedia
License: Public Domain (US)

Principles of Art: Rhythm
Rhythm occurs when similar
shapes or form are repeated
within a work of art. Rhythm is
the visual beat or tempo within
a work of art.

Robert Delaunay
Endless Rhythm
Oil paint on canvas, 1934
Source: Tate
License: CC BY-NC-ND 3.0
Photo © Tate

Principles of Art: Rhythm
Named for the principle of art
that it most evokes, Robert
Delaunay’s Endless Rhythm
presents the viewer with a loop
of repeating shapes creating a
complex rhythm within the
work.

Robert Delaunay
Endless Rhythm
Oil paint on canvas, 1934
Source: Tate
License: CC BY-NC-ND 3.0
Photo © Tate

Principles of Art: Pattern
Pattern in a work of art refers to the
regular and planned repetition of an
element in a design

William de Morgan
Vase with Cover
Pottery
1888-1898
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0

Principles of Art: Pattern
This William de Morgan vase is
decorated with a pattern of recurring
mythical creatures

William de Morgan
Vase with Cover
Pottery
1888-1898
Source: Met Museum
License: CC0 1.0
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Several works of art are discussed in more detail. Links to explanations of those are following:
Insignia of Sultan Süleiman the Magnificent, Met Museum
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/449533?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&ft=s
uleyman&offset=0&rpp=20&amp;pos=10
Géricault, Raft of the Medusa
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/becoming-modern/romanticism/romanticism-in-france/v/gricault-raft-of-the-medusa-1818-19
Moore, Reclining Figure
https://smarthistory.org/a-level-describing-what-you-see-sculpture-henry-moores-reclining-figure/
Leonardo, Last Supper
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/early-europe-and-colonialamericas/renaissance-art-europe-ap/a/leonardo-last-supper
Meret Oppenheim, Object
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-1010/art-between-wars/surrealism1/a/meretoppenheim-object-fur-covered-cup-saucer-and-spoon
Marina Abramović and Ulay, Relation in Time, 1977
https://www.moma.org/audio/playlist/243/3121

Sketchbook Assignment: 02_Elements and Principles
Revisit the work of art that you chose from the Trivium Art History: Themes of Art . Utilize the
vocabulary you learned to describe the work of art using the elements and principles of design. Which
elements or principles are most significant or visible in the work of art? Make a list of at least 5 elements
and principles of art and describe the way in which they operate within the work of art.

